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Full Excerpt. These memoirs are filled with details of library organizational activities and battles, won and lost. They did not fill all my daily life, but they did.

Zoia!: Memoir of Zoia Horn, Battler for People's Right to Know. 21 Jul 2014. And, the title of her book: “Zoia! Memoirs of Zoia Horn, Battler for the People's Right to Know” tells you, in small measure, about Zoia's BOOKS BRIEFLY

In 1995, Horn published her memoirs, titled ZOIA! Memoirs of Zoia Horn, Battler for the People's Right to Know. In its review of Horn's memoirs, the Library 0786400714 - Zoia: Memoirs of Zoia Horn, Battler for People's Right.

In 2014, Zoia Horn, the first librarian to be jailed for protecting ALA describes the right to privacy in a library setting as "the right to open inquiry Horn theorized that people cannot "make.
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